2009 ford taurus

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No
pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions.
See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be
deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus,
illness or disease. Cash Clearance Vehicle! Buy it right. This fun to drive vehicle is V6, 3. Come
on down to our Havana St, Aurora location today to test drive and make an offer on your next
vehicle. We are family owned and operated business for over 25 years with multiple locations
across Colorado. Let's help you with your next vehicle purchase. Vehicle is at our Aurora
Location We have the area's largest selection of pre-owned vehicles at the lowest prices
available, over in stock to choose from! Financing for all credit tiers and extended warranties
available. Please contact our sales department for more information about this vehicle or the
rest of our inventory. Call , view our website Open 7 days a week! Our business philosophy is
the same today as it was in when we opened our doors. To always provide our customers an
efficient and friendly vehicle buying or vehicle selling experience with a helpful and
knowledgeable staff. We do business ethically and never use shameless or high-pressure
gimmicks because we depend on our excellent reputation, and your repeat business and your
friends and family referrals for our continued success. One of the many benefits we offer is a
team of experienced finance and credit specialists helping people with past credit issues
correct them. And our first-time buyer program for establishing new credit with our guaranteed
pre-approval. Buy with confidence because Cactus Auto offers an exclusive Hour Exchange. If
you are unhappy with your vehicle selection, no problem. Simply exchange it for a different
vehicle. No hassle. No gimmicks. And no fees. Cactus Auto strives for excellence every day with
every transaction, whether it's helping you buy or sell a vehicle. We are proud of our Google 4.
To see what our customers are saying about us check out our Facebook and Google Reviews.
Recent Arrival! Call us Come see why we have been serving happy customers from Lockport,
Amherst, Williamsville, Cheektowaga, Depew, Lancaster, Clarence, the Tonawandas, and
Buffalo for years! Stop by S. Transit rd in Lockport or give us a shout at Some vehicles may be
subject to unrepaired safety recalls. Go to Get approved Today!!! Trade-Ins Welcome! We Buy
Cars! Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. If
you're ready to switch up your aesthetic, this car is just what you need. Its gorgeous ingot silver
metallic exterior pairs well with the black interior. This one scored a crash test rating of 5 out of
5 stars. Call and schedule your test drive today! Call Bill Brown Ford Pre-owned at to confirm
availability and schedule a no-obligation test drive! Or visit us at the Plymouth and Wayne Road
location. The satellite radio system in this Ford Taurus gives you access to hundreds of
nation-wide radio stations with a clear digital signal. This Ford Taurus has a 3. This vehicle
shines with clean polished lines coated with an elegant white finish. Front wheel drive on this
Ford Taurus gives you better traction and better fuel economy. The shiftable automatic in this
Ford Taurus gives you to option to control your gears manually without having to give up the
convenience of an automatic transmission. Enjoy the tried and true gasoline engine in this large
car. Know you and your passengers are protected with the front and rear side curtain airbags in
this Ford Taurus. Stay safe with additional front side curtain airbags. This vehicle has front air
bags that will protect you and your passenger in the event of an accident. The most commonly
used phrases in our reviews are buying experience, fair price and highly recommend. We pride
ourselves on providing an unique and friendly experience for all shoppers before, during and
after the process. We place an extremely heavy emphasis on our intensive presale inspection
by our team of ASE certified technicians. We then make the investments needed to bring all
inventory up to the Modern Motorcars quality standards prior to considering it ready for retail.
We serve the Greater Springfield Missouri area; however, our clients range from coast to coast.
In addition, we provide convenient and industry leading finance options with rates that compete
with any lending source. Whether it is a vehicle purchased from Modern Motorcars or not, our
Service Center is ready to handle all your needs from simple to the most complex on all makes
and models. We treat every opportunity with care and focus on delivering all shoppers with our
unique VIP experience providing the amenities you typically will not find in a family owned and
operated dealership. We invite you to inspect our reviews and look forward to working with you!
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic
1, Cylinders 4 cylinders 22 6 cylinders 1, 8 cylinders 1. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. Price Drop. No accidents. New Listing.
Check Availability. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I am 6'4'' and my
wife is 6'1'", this car gives us both great room. We are getting city, combined, and hwy! Car

rides really well. I had a sable and loved it, the Taurus is a big step up! Front seats are cramped,
and the back seat. They are a joke. In our Taurus I can sit in the back seat, with the front seats
all the way back, and still have inches of clearance between my legs and the back of the front
seat! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The Ford Taurus is an automobile that was manufactured
by the Ford Motor Company in the United States from the to model years. Introduced in late for
the model year, six generations were produced over 34 years; a brief hiatus was undertaken
between and From the to model years, the Taurus was sold alongside its near-twin, the Mercury
Sable ; four generations of the high-performance Ford Taurus SHO were produced â€”; â€” The
Taurus also served as the basis for the first-ever front-wheel drive Lincoln Continental â€” The
original Taurus was a milestone for Ford and the entire American automotive industry , being
the first automobile at Ford designed and manufactured using the statistical process control
ideas brought to Ford by W. Edwards Deming , a prominent statistician consulted by Ford to
bring a "culture of quality" to the enterprise. The Taurus had an influential design that brought
many new features and innovations to the marketplace. In the late s and early s, sales of the
Taurus declined as it lost market share to Japanese midsize sedans and as Ford shifted
resources towards developing SUVs. The Taurus was withdrawn after the model year, with
production ending on October 27, From to , the Taurus was a mid-size car, offering front-wheel
drive. Initially built on the DN5 platform renamed the DN platform in and the D platform in , the
Taurus became a full-size car in , adopting the Volvo-derived D3 platform , offering front or
all-wheel drive. The Taurus was produced as a four-door sedan through its entire production,
with a five-door hatchback station wagon offered from to All six generations of the Taurus were
assembled by Chicago Assembly. The Taurus was the first car resulting from introduction of a
new quality culture at Ford. Peterson initiated a new "team" approach to the design and
manufacture of automobiles at Ford, that eventually resulted in the creation of the Ford Taurus.
Edwards Deming to help jump-start a quality movement at Ford. Based on Deming's advice,
Ford management was charged with primary responsibility for automobile quality. Ford also
adopted a quality culture employing statistical process control across all aspects of automobile
design and manufacture. The Ford Taurus was the first Ford model resulting from this statistical
approach to manufacture. In a letter to Autoweek, Donald Petersen, then Ford chairman, said,
"We are moving toward building a quality culture at Ford and the many changes that have been
taking place here have their roots directly in Deming's teachings. This emphasis on quality was
used heavily in marketing of the Ford Taurus. The first-generation Taurus was launched in as a
model to strong fanfare and sales, replacing the slow-selling mid-size Ford LTD. The release of
the Ford Taurus was one of the most anticipated ever, mostly because it was a first in car
design and also the start of new quality standards for Ford. At the time of the Taurus's debut,
Ford had been producing mainly rear-wheel drive cars, and Chrysler and General Motors were
offering more front-wheel drive vehicles up to midrange including the Chrysler K platform and
A-body Chevrolet Celebrity. With the introduction of the Escort and Tempo , Ford was making a
transition to front-wheel drive. The Taurus displayed a rounder shape than its contemporaries,
often likened to a ' jelly bean ' or 'flying potato', [17] inspired by the design of the Audi and
Ford's European sedan, the Ford Sierra , an updated appearance of a styling approach used in
the late s to early s called " ponton " styling. The aerodynamic design of the Taurus made the
car more fuel efficient, allowing Ford to meet more stringent corporate average fuel economy
CAFE standard applied by the United States government. The first generation was available with
either a V6 or an inline four-cylinder engine and came with either a manual MT-5 [18] [19] or
automatic transmission. The Taurus's twin, the Mercury Sable , has never offered a manual
transmission in either of its incarnations. Like its exterior, the Taurus's interior was ahead of its
time, and many features originating from it are still used in most cars today. The left side of the
dash curves slightly around the driver to make controls easily accessible, as well as creating a
"cockpit" feel. The interior of the Taurus was customizable to fit buyers' needs, with a large
number of options and three different configurations. This means that the interior of the Taurus
can be spartan or luxurious, depending on the buyer's choice of options. On models with an
automatic transmission, the Taurus's interior was available in three different seating
configurations. The most basic model, the L see below , came standard, with just an AM radio
and a front cloth bench seat, while the LX, the more luxurious model, came with a greater
number of features as standard equipment. The Taurus was well received by both the public
and the press. It won many awards, most notably being named to the Car and Driver Ten Best
List and becoming the Motor Trend Car of the Year [21] Over , of the Taurus were sold during
the model year and the millionth Taurus was sold during the model year. The Ford Taurus
received its first redesign in late for the model year. Still based on the same chassis, every
exterior body panel with the exception of the doors was restyled. In spite of the extensive
changes, few modifications were made to the successful styling; in the marketplace, the

redesign was largely released as a mid-cycle facelift. The Taurus SHO made its return, with an
automatic transmission option joining the manual transmission. The interior was also
completely redesigned for As part of the redesign, the Ford Taurus gained a passenger-side
airbag as an option, which became standard in on models, becoming the first mid-size sedan
sold in the United States with standard dual airbags. The second generation sold just as well as
the first, becoming the best-selling car in the United States , a title it would retain for as long as
this generation was sold. For the model year, Ford debuted the third generation of the Ford
Taurus. Although not completely new, the chassis was heavily upgraded, becoming the DN
generation. In a break from the familiar styling of the previous two generations that chief
designer Jack Telnack had likened to a "pair of slippers" , [25] Ford had sought to again make
the Taurus stand out for buyers of mid-size sedans, giving the vehicle a much more extensive
restyling than its predecessor. Moving away from straight lines, the Taurus sought to include
rounded lines, moving past the cab-forward design of the Chrysler LH sedans. Alongside the
Ford Blue Oval emblem itself, the Taurus repeated the shape several places in its exterior; [11]
[26] in a controversial design element, the rear window of the Taurus was oval, as were the side
windows of the Mercury Sable. The interior saw a complete redesign. To simplify production, all
versions of the Taurus were fitted with bucket seats; six-passenger versions were fitted with a
flip-forward center seat cushion also meant for use as a center console; five-passenger
versions were fitted with a floor shifter and center console. Reaction to the third-generation
Ford Taurus was mixed; Ford found that customers disliked the oval-shaped exterior. For , the
Ford Taurus stayed the best-selling car in the United States. At the time, percent of all Taurus
sales for went to rental fleets, in contrast to the Honda Accord and Toyota Camry , of which
most sales were to private customers through retail outlets. The Taurus became the first
four-door sedan to be approved for competition. The Taurus received another redesign for ,
which replaced many of the oval-derived design elements of the previous model with sharper
creases and corners, an aspect of Ford's New Edge styling language. To reduce the car's price
and keep it competitive, Ford reduced costs on the car in , such as giving the Taurus sedan rear
drum brakes on ABS equipped vehicles previously, upgrading to ABS included the addition of
rear disc brakes , eliminating the dual exhaust on the higher end models, and trimming many
other small features. Ford designed the fourth generation with more conservative styling.
Instead of sloping back, the car's trunk stood upright, increasing trunk space by another two
cubic feet. The interior was also redesigned with features from the previous Taurus generations
were carried over. The dashboard was given a squarer design. The "integrated control panel"
concept was carried over but redesigned, with a bigger, squarer shape, and it was placed in the
center of the dash instead of being angled toward the driver. The flip-fold center console was
also carried over from the previous generation, although it was revised as well. When folded
out, it now rested against the floor instead of the dashboard, and had reworked cup holders and
storage areas. During its fourth generation, the Taurus saw a significant sales slump compared
to its predecessors. Production ended on October 27, , as Ford idled the Atlanta plant, as part of
its " The Way Forward " restructuring plan. The last Ford Taurus rolled off the assembly line
around am, [35] destined for delivery to S. Truett Cathy , owner of Chick-fil-A. Cathy's original
restaurant was located across from the Ford Atlanta plant. There was no official event or
function of any kind to mark the end of production. Alan Mulally, [38]. The discontinuation of the
Taurus sparked debate given its once-strong position in the market and Ford's well-publicized
financial problems at the time. Analysts, customers and some interviewed Ford employees
criticized the company for failing to invest in the car and keep it competitive, instead focusing
all of its resources on developing and marketing trucks and SUVs. Newly-hired Ford CEO Alan
Mulally expressed similar opinions, telling the Associated Press the decision "perplexed" him
when he learned about it; he recalled asking subordinates, "How can it go away? It's the best
selling car in America! They wanted us to keep improving it. Partially blaming the Five
Hundred's struggles on its name, Mulally decided that the revised vehicle should be marketed
as the Taurus, the name he believed the Five Hundred sedan should have used from the
beginning [38] as he believed Ford was better off continuing to use its older nameplates that
maintained decent brand equity rather than trying to build up new ones. The fifth generation 5G
Taurus entered production in as a model and was developed directly from the Ford Five
Hundred , chiefly with a mild exterior facelift and revised engine and transmission. Ford
designated the model as the Taurus, after the demise of the concurrently marketed fourth
generation 4G Taurus and to take advantage of its customer recognition and dealer demand. It
was determined that Ford's strategy to redesignate new cars in the lineup with new names
beginning with the letter F , as in Ford Focus , Ford Fusion , and Ford Freestyle , was not a good
marketing move, as some of the renamed cars had highly recognizable iconic names. Car
buyers in the U. The five-star rating given to the Taurus and the Sable is the highest safety

rating being given by the government agency. It was also the first Ford of America model to
come as standard with side airbags. The Ford scored well in test drives and the media was
pleased with some of the new features available in the Ford Taurus. However, others criticized
the lack of interior room and reduced sight lines despite its full-sized exterior, [55] and
Edmunds noted that the eighth-generation Honda Accord which competes in the mid-size
category had superior driving dynamics and a more efficient design and offered almost as much
interior space as the Taurus despite considerably smaller external dimensions. There was also
an available performance package which included upgraded brake pads, a 3. Options from the
Driver Assist option group, however, are unavailable simultaneously with the Performance
Package. However, enthusiasts of the SHO have found the vehicle to be extremely compliant to
power enhancing modifications; in many cases, with nothing more than a tune. The highest
power 4th generation SHO 6th gen Taurus currently stands at over horsepower at the wheels. A
stock SHO typically produces around wheel horsepower. First revealed at the New York Auto
Show , the Taurus received a mid-cycle refresh for the model year. The body featured a new
front fascia and slightly updated rear fascia with LED tail lamps, as well as all-new wheel
options. The SHO model featured revised styling elements. Refinements were made to the 3.
Power in the 3. There was a new engine option for non-SHO models, a 2. All models received
upgrades to the steering and braking systems to improve driveability, including standard
Torque Vectoring and curve control improving tracking at higher speeds. Updates to the
Instrument dials were added, which were fully digital, clearer, and more colorful. MyFord Touch
was added as part of Taurus's Sync system. This was in response to a shift in perceived
consumer demand towards SUVs and pickup trucks, and away from sedans. Serving as the
flagship of the Changan Ford joint venture, the Taurus is an extended-wheelbase variant of the
Ford Fusion Mondeo , differing primarily in its 3. Manufactured since November , Changan Ford
produces its version of the Taurus in its Hangzhou facility. Produced solely for the Chinese
market , there are currently no considerations towards export of the model line. The standard
engine is a 2. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Not to be confused with Ford Taunus. This
article is about the North American car. For the Chinese version produced since , see Ford
Taurus China. Motor vehicle. Main article: Ford Taurus first generation. Main article: Ford
Taurus second generation. Main article: Ford Taurus third generation. Main article: Ford Taurus
fourth generation. How can it go away? It's the best selling car in America. Main article: Ford
Taurus fifth generation. Main article: Ford Taurus sixth generation. Main article: Ford Taurus
China. Fox News. October 27, Archived from the original on October 31, Retrieved October 27,
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June 15, Retrieved May 29, Detroit News. Archived from the original on July 30, Retrieved May
16, The Deming Management Method. Penguin Group. Retrieved June 29, The Morning Call.
Ford Encyclopedia. Taurus Car Club of America, Inc. January 11, These options were also
extended to the Sable and, beginning in MY , the Lincoln Continental as well. However, models
available with a manual transmission were only available in one configuration: bucket seats
with a center console and floor-mounted shifter. Motor Trend February : 23â€” Retrieved
September 12, Retrieved April 5, The Detroit News : 1Câ€”2C. October 30, Retrieved February
25, Chicago Sun-Times. Encyclopedia of American Cars. Publications International. Archived
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the original on February 17, Car and Driver. Archived from the original on August 18, Archived
from the original on July 12, Retrieved February 11, February 6, Archived from the original on
February 25, Retrieved December 12, June 22, Archived from the original on April 30, Retrieved
December 24, The New York Times. Retrieved May 2, July 20, June 19, Archived from the
original on January 11, April 10, Retrieved April 15, Ewing RSS feed. Retrieved December 27,
Retrieved April 26, Ford Motor Company Media. Retrieved March 3, Sales Record". Retrieved
April 28, Sales Climb 8. Ford Motor Company. Archived from the original PDF on April 30,
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vehicles. E-Series Cutaway F F Authority control LCCN : sh Categories : Ford Taurus Mid-size
cars Full-size vehicles Sedans Station wagons s cars s cars s cars s cars All-wheel-drive
vehicles Front-wheel-drive vehicles Flexible-fuel vehicles Motor vehicles manufactured in the
United States Cars introduced in Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links All
articles with dead external links Articles with dead external links from January Articles with
permanently dead external links Articles with short description Short description matches
Wikidata Use mdy dates from January Short description is different from Wikidata Commons
category link is on Wikidata Wikipedia articles with LCCN identifiers. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Mid-size car â€” E-segment Full-size
car E-segment â€” Ford LTD for mid-size. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Ford
Taurus. LTD Crown Victoria. Crown Victoria. Country Squire. Personal luxury. Sport compact.
Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST. Focus ST. Focus RS. Sports car. LCCN : sh Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Needs more staff but was ok I'm happy with my car
and the experience. Just would like to have my title! Place got torched shortly after I buy my
car! After several emails and unreturned phone calls, I finally gave up trying to purchase this
car. Never sent promised video or returned calls as they said they would. Great service. Fast,
was in and out in no time. Very professional staff. Salesmen were great. No pressuring or
anything like that. Would recommend to anyone. Nikki researched and fielded every question
promptly. She could not have been more helpful. Yes it was a beautiful car but we checked the
oil it looked like chocolate syrup so they helped me get a Dodge ram which runs beautiful thank
you. Great experience. Vince Olguin was very gracious, professional, and knowledgeable about
the vehicle's history. He didn't use car sales type pressure. The price was right for the low
mileage. The truck was clean. Olguin provided a carfax report which showed one accident in
and service history. I bought the pick up truck and quite happy with it. Vince was courteous,
professional, and accommodating. No haggling, no surprises. I got a great car at a fair price. I
would do business there again. Shawn was quick and professional. Got everything done
quicker than I thought. God Bless. Salesperson was nice. Truck began struggling to go up hills.
Salesperson said that they would check it out so I waited and waited. Truck never was checked
out and as i was leaving, they let some guy test drive it. So I guess they were just waiting for me
to leave so they could still try to sale the truck. Never did hear back from them on what was
wrong with it. We bought this car. Very nice to deal with. No pressure. I highly recommend they
have a lot of nice cars on their lot. Very pleasant to deal with prices at this lot are very good.
Found what I wanted and bought it here. While its exterior styling won't turn any heads,
underneath its sleek skin the Ford Taurus delivers a solid, reliable, and comfortable four-door
family sedan, with class-leading safety features and cargo space, and a few notable electronic
gadgets, like the Ford SYNC communication system and a handy Reverse Sensing System.
Some drivers find the Taurus's exterior styling dull and find fault with its equally dull handling,
while others require more support from the sedan's relatively flat but otherwise comfortable
seats. Although many consider the Ford Taurus a no-frills sedan, it delivers respectable
performance and handling, as well as a roomy and comfortable cabin. The family-oriented
Taurus excels in a few areas, like safety features and fuel economy, but overall it delivers a
solid list of features and good value for drivers seeking a functional and competitive domestic
sedan. Due for a design refresh in , the Ford Taurus full-size sedan changes little for In addition,
the automaker includes its AdvancTrac Electronic Stability Control system as a standard feature
on all trims for Now in the fifth year of its current design including two years when it was called
the Five Hundred before switching back to the Taurus badge , the Taurus has established a
reputation for affordability, reliability, and safety. Exterior features include Ford's signature
three-bar chrome grille, foglights, and dual chrome exhaust vents. While some find the Taurus's
exterior styling unexciting which should change with the upcoming redesign , the Taurus feels
comfortable, like an old friend, and delivers ably in several areas, including fuel efficiency and
interior comfort. This V6 pumps out a respectable hp and lb-ft of torque. It links to a six-speed
automatic, which is the only transmission available for the Taurus, prompting some drivers to
note the lack of a manual transmission for sportier driving. While the SE comes only with
front-wheel drive, both the SEL and Limited trims are available with optional all-wheel drive,
which includes traction control. When required by muddy, rainy, snowy, or icy conditions, the
all-wheel-drive system automatically distributes up to percent of torque to the wheels with the
most traction, improving overall stability. While the V6-equipped Taurus won't break any world
speed records, it performs well as a daily commuter, and shifts smoothly when accelerating. At
times, however, the transmission downshifts slowly, especially when decelerating quickly from
highway speeds, according to some reports. The Taurus rides on a four-wheel independent
suspension with MacPherson struts in the front and a multilink suspension with coil-over

shocks and a stabilizer bar in the rear. Ford tuned the suspension for a soft, comfortable ride,
rather than a firm, sporty one, which fits the Taurus's overall profile as a daily-use family sedan.
The suspension easily handles rough and bumpy roads, though the Taurus exhibits some body
lean in corners due to its straight-up stance. Although not exactly agile in corners and tight
spaces, the sedan handles well when cruising at highway speeds. The five-passenger Taurus
offers roomy, comfortable seats for long trips with plenty of legroom for occupants in both the
front and rear. In addition, the flat, expansive seats make it easy to slide into and out of the
sedan, and seat height provides good visibility for drivers and passengers. Controls are
well-arranged and easy to access, and the Taurus offers plenty of interior storage
compartments and bins where busy families can store their gear. Most describe the Taurus's
interior as roomy and comfortable, and while it doesn't quite live up to the standards set by
upscale sedans from competitors, it makes use of quality materials that create a pleasing
environment. Features like the wood-grain applique on the dash and center console provide an
elegant look, and a convenient message center with a trip computer, compass, and information
displays enhances functionality. Other standard features for all trims include a leather-wrapped
multifunction steering wheel, remote keyless entry, power windows and door locks, an
auto-dimming rearview mirror, and an audio system with a CD player. An input jack for MP3
players is located in the center console. The SEL trim adds dual-zone automatic climate control,
an outside temperature display, automatic headlights, heated exterior mirrors, and Sirius
satellite radio, as well as the optional SYNC communications and entertainment system, which
integrates voice-command control for the stereo and navigation system. The top-of-the-line
Limited comes well-equipped with leather-trimmed heated front seats, an eight-way
power-adjustable driver's seat, a four-way power-adjustable passenger seat, and an
eight-speaker premium sound system with a six-disc CD changer and a subwoofer. Standard
equipment for the Limited also includes the SYNC system and power-adjustable brake and
accelerator pedals. Cargo space also counts as a plus for the Taurus. Its spacious trunk, which
offers When it comes to safety features, the Taurus excels. In addition to the AdvancTrac
Electronic Stability Control system, now standard for , other standard safety features for the
Taurus include four-wheel antilock brakes with brake assist, traction control, and a full range of
airbags, including dual-stage front airbags and canopy side curtains for rear passengers. The
Taurus also features a post-crash alert system, which turns on the blinkers, unlocks the doors,
and sounds the horn when the airbags have been deployed. Security lamps built into the power
outside mirrors on the SEL and Limited trims provide enhanced night-time visibility. In addition,
the Limited trim includes a Reverse Sensing System, which alerts drivers to certain objects
behind the vehicle when backing up slowly. Ultrasonic sensors in the bumper detect obstacles
up to six feet away, and an audible alert with increasing frequency indicates the vehicle is
closing in on the object. Drivers can add the system as an option on the SEL trim. Owners like
the Taurus's safety features, fuel economy, interior roominess, and overall value. They also find
a lot of other positive features in the Taurus, including its good visibility, easy-to-use controls,
smooth ride, and large trunk. On the downside, some owners would like to see more support
from the relatively flat seats, and some report excessive engine noise. As for the Taurus's
exterior styling, some find it dull, but others generally like the way it looks. CarGurus owners
tout the Taurus's reliability, roominess, and fuel economy, though they, too, note that it's
essentially a no-frills sedan. Some would like to see more upscale features, but overall the
Taurus's safety features and functionality make it a hit with families. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford
Taurus listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information. The Good.
Read more. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with

their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. There are 5 choices for the
Ford Taurus Wheel!!! Choose Your Option. We offer an industry leading 1-year warranty on
every part type we sell. All of our engines and transmissions carry a 1-year warranty with
optional extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims on engine warranties are limited to
manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads, block, crankshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. Though
additional parts and accessories may be attached upon purchase, coverage does not extend to
sensors, switches, cables, electronics, belts, hoses, water pumps, or manifolds, nor damage
caused through overheating or improper lubrication. Due to the COVID pandemic, your order
may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few working days for your order to
arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48 contiguous U. We do not require a core charge or a
return of the old part or engine. The more local you shop, the more you save off the shipping
cost. It typically takes us approximately business days to process a credit back to your account
and business days for the credit to appear on your account. Note all returns and cancellations
require a prior authorization. Terms : All returns and cancellations may be subject to shipping
charges, unless caused by our error or cancelled by the customer prior to shipping. No returns
without prior authorization from the Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It is
company policy that we receive the original auto part back before sending you a replacement
auto part. The original auto part must be returned using the provided shipping label. The
shipping cost for both the original and the replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the
shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of
the delivery date of the replacement part, the buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the
initial cost of the original auto part minus the initial shipping cost If you have any questions
about the shipping back of the original part, please contact customer service team at Press 2 for
Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units
used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They will need to be replaced before installation. Common
items that are not guaranteed include but not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball
joints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables, sensors and other applicable items depending on the
part. If they are not serviceable, such as a pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The
purchased item may need to be repainted, refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match.
Technical Questions? Contact the webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order
Tracking. Verify Your Part Expand. Select Part Select Make Select Model Select Year Wheel for
Ford Taurus Attention! Filters Items. Price Mileage Nearby. Description Warranty Shipping
Returns. This is an original used OEM Wheel that's guaranteed to fit a Ford Taurus with the
applicable vehicle manufacturer's specifications. Nationwide Shipping: Due to the COVID
pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few working days
for your order to arrive. More Details Less Details. Update Your Location. LKQ Online is listing a
used transmission in good, working condition. No photos of the actual transmission are
available. A Stock photo has been used as a general representation. Warranty covers the
transmission case, torque converter included for automatic transmissions only and all internal
components. The warranty does not cover any external wiring, sensors or other external parts
that can be transferred from your current transmission. There is NO core charge for this
transmission. To aid in installation, you get to keep your current transmission and all attached
accessories. This is NOT a manufacturer part number, and can be disregarded. You will only
receive what is pictured unless otherwise stated in the description. Please do not assume
anything else will be included if it is not pictured. All of the parts we sell are guaranteed to be in
good working condition unless otherwise noted. We ONLY guarantee the part s will fit the

vehicle s listed in the description. If your vehicle was not originally equipped with the EXACT
part s listed, it is your responsibility to consult a dealer to see if it will fit your application.
Additional items may be needed if this is an upgrade or custom installation. Please consult your
local dealer for ALL other applications. We do our best to prevent these issues from happening
and apologize for any inconvenience it may cause. Re-learning or resetting the Transmission to
the vehicle may involve towing Not Driving to a dealership of same manufacturer in order to be
performed. In certain types of Transmissions the TCM transmission controlling computer is
incorporated with the Valve body which may require the valve body to be replaced. Transfer
cases are not included with transmission from AWD vehicles. Warranty does NOT cover labor,
diagnostic, towing or rental car costs. This will ensure the cooling system is flowing. You may
verify with your local dealer if a re-learn is required for your vehicle. We do not reimburse for
this service. Lack of valid business name and phone number will delay your order. Please
provide the business name and phone number during eBay checkout. Sales Tax may be
applicable. You must provide at the time of check out a day time phone number. You must also
provide our authorized Proof of Purchase email at the time of pick up in order for your item to
be released. If not presented you will be turned away until you have provided the Proof
gmc sierra third brake light cover
honda fit 2010 interior
chevy duramax forum
of Purchase this is for your own protection. The Proof of Purchase will be emailed within 2
business days of receipt of full payment. They will not have any packaging included. If you will
need this type of service please contact us. PayPal Only Credit Cards can be used through
PayPal NO credit cards, cash, or any form of checks will be accepted for example: certified,
personal, or company checks. Tax - U. Residents Applicable sales tax will be collected for all
orders where it is required by law. Tax - Canada Residents Part must be located in Canada Sales
tax will be charged when parts are sold to customers in Canada. Please check rates below. Due
to heavy sales volume and limited staff, we are only able to respond to questions related to
orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the resources to respond to fitment or other general
questions. Please read our listings to hopefully find the answers you are looking for. We hope
you and your family are safe and healthy. Vehicle Engine Size:.

